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GENERIC DEFORMATIONS OF VARIETIES

BY

YIEH-HEI WAN1

Abstract. Typical families of varieties, which are defined by families of smooth

maps, are studied through the method from the singularity theory of differentiable

maps. It is proved that generic families of varieties (of certain types) are stable in

an appropriate sense.

1. Introduction. Let U be an open set in Rp and M be an open set in Tí* with

origin 0 in M. Now, consider a smooth family {/„} of smooth mappings from M

into 7?' with parameters u lying in U. Equivalently, this family {fu} can be

described as a single smooth map/: U X M —» R', where/(w, x) = fu(x). For each

m in U, we have a "variety"/,- "(0) in M defined by/„. The problems which we shall

investigate are the following.

(A) What are the typical local deformations {/u~'(0)} of varieties for smooth

maps/: U X M —» R' as u varies within U1

(B) What are the typical local deformations {/„_1(0)} of varieties near U X {0}

for smooth maps/: U X M -* R' with fiU, 0) = 0 as u varies in U1

Notice that we only study maps fu: M -» 7?' with/„(O) = 0 in problem (B). Thus,

problem (B) can be regarded as a relative version of problem (A). A clear

distinction between these two problems is that, typically, the set /~'(0) is a

submanifold in problem (A) but it is not a submanifold in problem (B).

Besides being very attractive mathematical questions, problems (A) and (B) arise

naturally in a number of occasions such as in the studies of differential equations

and economics. Suppose that a family of ordinary differential equations dx/ dt =

fu(x) = fiu, x) on M is given, where /: U X M —» Rs depends on u, x smoothly.

Sometimes this family fu(x) has the additional property, namely /„(O) = 0 for all u.

For any u, x in M is a stationary solution of the equation dx/ dt = fu(x) if and

only if x belongs to the variety /„" '(0). Therefore, the bifurcation problems about

stationary solutions of ordinary differential equations dx/dt = fu(x) become the

special cases of problems (A) and (B) where i equals t. Next, consider an economic

model of s + 1 goods with an aggregate excess demand function fu: M -» Rs

depending on a shift parameter u in U. Here M is the set of all admissible prices of

these s + 1 goods. From the works of Sonnenschein, Debreu [1] and others, it

seems reasonable to take {/„} as a smooth family of smooth mappings. A point/» in

M is an equilibrium price if and only if /„(/») = 0. Consequently, the problem of
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comparative statics for these economic models becomes the special case of problem

(A) where s equals t.

Motivated by the works of Whitney, Thorn, Mather and others on singularities

of differentiable mappings [4], [5], we expect that if the dimension /> of the

parameter space U is small then typical local (relative) deformations of varieties

exhibit stability and universality properties in a suitable smooth setting. Further-

more, one can find a finite list for these typical local (relative) deformations of

varieties. Roughly speaking, that is the content of Theorems 1 and 3 which we plan

to prove in this paper. When the dimension /» of the parameter space U becomes

large, we expect that typical local deformations of varieties only exhibit stability

properties in appropriate topological settings (cf. Examples 2, 3 in §5). Our Theo-

rems 2 and 4 show that it is indeed the case. Precise statements of all these results

(i.e. Theorems 1 to 4) are given in §2.

In order to prove these generic results on deformations of varieties and relative

deformations of varieties, two parametrized versions of Thorn's transversality

theorem of jet bundles are introduced in §§4, 5 as Propositions 3, 4 respectively.

The problem now is to find appropriate stratification in various "jet bundles" so

that each /: U X M -» R', whose jet extension of / is transversal to this stratifica-

tion, has the desired stability or universahty property locally. In §4, problem (A)

concerning typical local deformations of varieties is considered and its answers to

Theorems 1 and 2 are justified. When the dimension /» of the parameter space U is

small, the notion of contact equivalence, which has been introduced by Mather in

[4], is used to define a stratification of a jet bundle. To show this stratification is the

right one, one needs a result of Martinet [3], which says that F-universal deforma-

tions are the same as K-transversal deformations. When /» becomes large, the

desired stratification can be built from the stratifications defined in Mather [5] or

Looijenga [2]. These stratifications in [5], [2] are constructed for the purpose of

proving the genericity about topologically stable mappings. In the final section,

problem (B) concerning typical local relative deformations of varieties is studied

and its answers to Theorems 3 and 4 are proved. The demonstration of Theorem 3

requires a relative version of a result on K-universal deformations in Martinet [3].

We state and justify this result on relative F-universal deformations in §3. The

stratifications needed in the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 are more complicated than

those in Theorems 1 and 2. However, the ideas about their constructions are

similar. Examples which show that Theorems 1 and 3 may fail when /» becomes

large are given at the end of this paper.

2. Statements of results. Throughout this section, we fix an open set U in Rp and

an open set M in Rs with 0 G M. The space C°°iU X M, R') of smooth maps/:

U X M -» R' is endowed with the smooth Whitney topology. For each / in

C°°(i/ X M, R'), the bifurcation map ny:/-1(0) -» U is defined by mjiu, x) = x.

In order to state Theorems 1, 3 we need the notion of K-universal deformations

and relative F-universal deformations of a map germ. Denote by /„: (7?*, 0) -*

(7?', 0) a smooth map germ with source 0 G Rs and target 0 G R'. A smooth map
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germ /: iR" X Rs, 0) -» (R', 0) with /0(x) = /(0, x) (/0(x) = /(0, x) and /(«, 0) =

0) for x near 0 G Rs is called a deformation irelative deformation) on/» parameters

of the map germs /0. Given a smooth map germ h: iRq,0)-+iRp,0), h*f.

(Ä«X Rs, 0)^(7?', 0), defined by h*fiu, x) = fihiu), x) is called the iWucerf

deformation of/via A. Denote by x = (x,, . . ., xm) ( .y = (_y„ . . . ,>>„)) the canoni-

cal coordinate functions on Rm iR"). Let Sx (S ) be the local ring of real-valued

smooth functions near 0 in Rm iR"), and mx iny) be the ideal generated by

x„ . . . , xm iyx, . . . ,y„) in &x i&y). For a smooth map germ <p: (Rm, 0) -> (R", 0),

write <p*my for the ideal generated by <p,, . . ., <p„ in Sx, where <p = (qol5 . . . , <p„).

Definition 1. Let/, g: (Rp X Rs, 0) ^(R', 0) be two (relative) deformations of

/0. / is said to be irelative) V-equivalent to g if there exists a smooth diffeomorphism

germ 4>: (R* X 7?J, 0) -+ iRp X 7?*, 0) in the form 4>(m, x) = O(w), 0(k, x)) with

(0(0, x) = x, 0(w, 0) = 0) 0(0, x) = x such that ®*ig*my) =f*my. When k can

be chosen to be the identity map, / is said to be irelative) V-isomorphic to g. A

deformation / of /0 is said to be irelative) V-universal iff for any (relative)

deformation/* of f0, f* is (relative) K-isomorphic to an induced deformation h*f*

via some map germ A : (7?q, 0) -» (7?^, 0).

Now, we state our first two results.

Theorem 1. Suppose that (/? + s — t,p) is a nice dimension as defined by Mather

in [4, VI] when p + s — t > 1. 77ien, there exists an open and dense subset 0  in

C°°(i/ X M, R') such that for any f G 0, one gets

(a)/_1(0) c U X M is a smooth manifold of dimension p + s — t f//~'(0) =£ 0,

(b) to each (w, x) G /_1(0), the germ of f ° ($ X <p)-1 ai (0, 0) is a V-universal

deformation on p parameters, where \p X <p can ¿>e any product chart on U X M with

M X «p)(M, x) = (0, 0).

Theorem 2. 77tere exw/i an o/>en and dense subset 0 * such that for any f G 0 *, //

Aaj the following two properties.

(a)/_1(0) c U X M is a smooth manifold of dimensionp + s - t iff~l(0) J= 0.

(b) 77ie bifurcation map ttj: f~*(0)—> U defines a topologically stable germ at any

i*,x) inf-lm,

Set 7? = {(m, n)\m, n are positive integers, n < 7 or n > l(m — l)/6} u {(8, 7),

(8, 8), (14, 15), (20, 22), (26, 29)} \ {(8, 6)}. Recall that a pair (m, n) of positive

integers is called a nice dimension iff (m, n) belongs to R. Given a deformation /:

iRp X R", 0) -> iR', 0) with 0 e R' as a regular value,/~'(0) is a smooth manifold

near 0. In [3], Martinet shows that/ is a K-universal deformation iff the map germ

Vf. f~\0)—>U at 0 is smoothly stable (cf. Remark 1). Thus, universality and

stability properties of deformations are the same concept in smooth settings. For a

fixed /», the F-equivalence classes of K-universal deformations on p parameters are

finite in number (cf. §3 and also [5]). From Example 2 in §5, one obtains that some

typical deformations may fail to show stability or universality properties in a

smooth setting when ip + s — t,p) is not a nice dimension. However, Theorem 2

tells us that typical deformations exhibit topological stability without any assump-

tions on the dimensions />, s or /. The notion of topologically stable germs can be
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defined as germs of topologically stable maps (cf. [5]).

It remains to formulate relative versions of Theorems 1 and 2. Denote by

C°°(U X M, U X {0}; R', {0}) the subspace of C°°(U x M, R'), which consists

of those smooth maps /: U X M-^ R' with fiUX {0}) = {0}. The appropriate

notion of stability in relative cases is given as follows.

Definition 2. Let f G CxiU X M, U X {0}; R', {0}) and (¿7, 0) e/_1(0). The

bifurcation map -nf: f~ '(0) —> U is said to be smoothly itopologically) stable at (¿7, 0)

under small perturbations on f, if given any neighborhood N of ¿7 in U, for g in

C°°(i/ X M, U X {0}; R', {0}) sufficiently close to/, there exist diffeomorphism

(homeomorphism) germs a: (Í/ X M, (¿7, 0))-»(C/ X M, («*, 0)), a,: (Í/, it)—*

iU, u*) such that u* G N, a(/~'(0)) = g_1(0), a(C/ X {0}) = U X {0} and a, ° irf

= trg ° a at (¿7, 0).

Theorem 3. Suppose that ip,p + t — s) is a nice dimension when p + t — s > 1.

77i<?n, there exists an open and dense subset 0 in C°°(i/ X M, U X {0}; R', {0})

such that for any f in 0 *, any (¿7, 0) e /~'(0), one Aas

(a) ¿Ae germ of f ° (>// X <p)_1 at (0, 0) w a relative V-universal deformation on p

parameters for any product chart \p X q> on U X M with \p X <p(t7, 0) = (0, 0),

(b) the bifurcation map mf: /-I(0)—» U is smoothly stable at (¿7, 0) under small

perturbations on f.

Theorem 4. There exists an open and dense subset 0 * in C °°( Í/ X M, U X

{0}; R', {0}) ímcA that for any f in 0*, the bifurcation map try. /~'(0)-> U is

topologically stable at any point (¿7, 0) in U X {0} under smooth perturbations on f.

Clearly, one can define the notion about stabihty of bifurcation map ny:

/_1(0) -> U, f G CxiU X M, R') under small perturbations of / in

CxiU X M, R'). It is not difficult to see that for maps/we found in Theorem 1 or

Theorem 2, by assertion (b) in each theorem, that -n¡: /-1(0)^Í7 is indeed

smoothly stable or topologically stable under all small perturbations in each

theorem.

3. K-universal deformations and relative K-universal deformations of map germs.

The theory of K-universal deformations of map germs has been given in [3]. The

relative version of this theory can be obtained by the same ideas without too much

difficulty. For the sake of completeness, we formulate both theories and outline

only the proofs of this theory in relative version when it seems necessary.

Set i&x)' = {(t/„ . . ., t),)|tj„ . . ., T/, e &x} and (wj' = {(tj,, . . . , t/,)|t}„ . . . , ij,

G mx}, where &x, mx are defined in §2. Clearly (Sx)', imx)' are &x-modules with

imx)' c i&x)'- Given sets A c ëx, B c (£x)', let A ■ B denote the set of finite sums

of elements in the form a • b with a G A and b G B. Thus, for /0 G imx)' with

x = (x„ . . . , xs), Sx{3/0/3x„ . . . , 9/o/9x,}, mx{df0/dxx, . . ., df0/dxs}, f^my ■

i&x)' are Sx-modules. Here 3/0/9x, G (Sx)' stands for the partial derivative with

respect to x¡.

Definition 3. Given a smooth map germ/0: (R*, 0) -^ iR', 0) (i.e./0 e m'x), set

Tyfo - S,{3/ö/3*i. •••. 3/o/a*,} + J8H • (£*)'.
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and

Tyfo = wx{9/0/9x„ . . . , 9/o/gx,} + ftny ■ {&x)'.

Tvf0, Tvf0 are called the V-tangent space and relative V-tangent space of /0,

respectively. Obviously, Tyf0, Tyf0 are real vector spaces and Tyf0 c (m/. Thus,

the quotients i&x)' /Tyf0, imx)'/TyfQ axe real vector spaces and their dimensions

are called the V-codimension and the relative V-codimension of /0 respectively.

These codimensions are invariant under K-equivalences.

The notion of K-universality of map germs can be characterized by transversality

conditions, and the existence criterion follows from it easily.

Proposition 1. A deformation irelative deformation) fonp parameters of a smooth

map germ f0: iRs, 0) —> iR', 0) is V-universal irelatively V-universal) iff Tyf0 +

R{fv •-;.,£}- iSJifyfo + R{/„ . . . ,fp} = imx)'). Here, fix) =

(9//9«,.)(0, x), i = \,...,p.

Corollary 1. Let f0: (RJ, 0) —»(R', 0) be a smooth map germ. Then, there exists

a V-universal irelative V-universal) deformation f on p parameters of f0 iff the

V-codimension irelative V-codimension) is less than or equal to p.

Applying essentially the same elementary arguments as in Martinet [3], one has

the uniqueness results on K-universal or relative K-universal deformations of map

germs.

Proposition 2. Suppose that fig: (Rp X Rs, 0)-»(R', 0) are two V-universal

irelative V-universal) deformations of a smooth map germ f0: iRp, 0) —* (R', 0).

Then, f is V-equivalent irelative V-equivalent) to g.

Corollary 1 and Proposition 2 imply that the study of K-universal deformations

or relative K-universal deformations on p parameters reduce to the studies of maps

with K-codimensions or relative K-codimensions < p. Notice that it has been

proved in Mather [4, IV, Theorem 2.5] that for/0: (RJ, 0) ->(R', 0) with rank of

/0 < /, the K-codimension of f0 plus s is equal to the relative K-codimension of /„

plus t. Let/0, g0: (RJ, 0) —» (R', 0) be two map germs./0 is said to be K-equivalent

to g0 iff there exists a diffeomorphism germ <p: (R*, 0)-»(R*, 0) such that

<P*igo™y) =fo*my.
Example 1. Consider /0: (R2, 0)-»(R, 0) with a/0(0) = 0 and p = 4. Using

essentially the same arguments as in [6], one gets that if the K-codimension or the

relative K-codimension of /0 < 4, then/0 is K-equivalent to one of the germs in the

following diagram.

germ V-codimension relative V-codimension

x2 ±y2 1 2

x2 ± y3 2 3

x2 ± / 3 4

x2 ± y5 4 5

x3 ± xy3 4 5
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The K-universal deformation and the relative K-universal deformation of x2 ± y

(/c > 2) are given by x2 ± yk + u0 + uxy + ■ • ■ +uk_2yk~2 and x2 ± yk + UqX

+ uxy + ■ • • +uk_xyk~i respectively. The K-universal deformation and the rela-

tive K-universal deformation of x2 ± xy3 are given by x2 ± xy3 + u0+ uxx + u2y

+ u3 • (x2 + y2) and x2 ± xy3 + uxx + u2y + u3x2 + u4xy + u5y2 respectively.

For the rest of this section, we sketch only the sufficiency of the transversality

condition stated in Proposition 1. The necessity of that condition is not hard to

prove (cf. [3]).

Let g: (R9 X Rs, 0) —> (R', 0) be any given relative deformation of/0. We want

to show that there exists a map germ k: iR9, 0) -» (Rp, 0) such that g is relatively

K-isomorphic to k*f. Consider a relative deformation w = / u g: iR9 X Rp X

Rs, 0) -► iR', 0) defined by / u g(t), u, x) = fiu, x) + giv, x) - /0(x). Clearly, it

suffices to find a submersion A: (R? X Rp, 0) -> iRp, 0) such that / u g is rela-

tively K-isomorphic to A*/ By induction on q, it is not difficult to see that one

needs only to establish such a submersion A when a = 1. For this purpose, it

suffices to find a smooth vector field germ X in the form

such that Xjiv, u, 0) = 0, 7J>(/ u g)X G if tj g)*m, • (£„,„,* )'• The desired submer-

sion A can be obtained from X as (0, A(u, «)) = 0_„(t>, u) where 0,{v, u) denotes

the solution curve of 9/9t> + 2f_!¿,(t), m)9/9m, with 0o(t>, u) = (u, «). Set m*u^ =

{u + : iR X Rp X Rs, 0) -h> R' such that w + (ü, u, 0) = 0}. Obviously, m*ux is an

ideal in the local ring Scu?x. Notice that D<¿iX) G w*mv(S„Ii;c)' means

and 9(/ u g)/3t> belongs to w*ux. Thus, one can get this vector field X if

w = / U g satisfies condition (A):

(m*,u,x)' = »C*{9<V9-*i> • • • . 9«/9*,}

+ w*w^ • (Sc,u,x)' + S„j1({9w/9m„ . . . , 9w/9«p}.

Therefore, it remains to show that the transversahty condition on / implies this

condition (A) on / u g- Now, we need a result of Malgrange. Let <p: (R°, 0) —»

(R*, 0) with <p(|) = tj be a smooth map germ and M a S£-module generated by

a,, . . ., a„ in M. The Malgrange preparation theorem says that rAe following two

conditions (1), (2) are equivalent.

(1) M is generated by ax, . . . ,an as an &v-module via the homomorphism <p*:

&v -* S£ defined by <p*(f ) = ? ° <p.
(2) TAe quotient space M/^nyM is spanned by ax, . . ., än as a real vector space.

Here a¡ denotes the image of a¡ under the natural projection M —> M/^nyM.

Take <p as the natural projection it: (R X Rp X R', 0) -> (R X Rp, 0) given by

•uiv, u, x) = (t>, u) and M the quotient Sc„x-module

(w*u,J7"C,*{9<V9*i. • • •. 3«/3*,} + "*»V • (£„,„,*)'•
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Write [w + ] for the image of co+ under the quotient map from im*ux)' onto M.

Write [tj] for the image of tj under the quotient map from imx)' onto imx)'/ Tvf0. It

is not difficult to see that there is R-isomorphism 7: M/m*myM s imx)' /Tyfo such

that 7[« + (u, u, x)l = [to+(0, 0, x)]. The transversality condition on / says that

[9/0/9x!], . . . , [9/o/9xJ span imx)'/fvf0 over R. Hence, [9<o/9x,], . . . , [gw/gx^

span M/<p*myM over R. By the Malgrange theorem, one gets that

[9w/9x,], . . ., [9«/9xJ generate M as an S„u-module, which is equivalent to

saying that condition (A) holds for w ( = / u g). This completes the outline of the

proof of Proposition 1.

4. A transversality theorem and proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. Let Jk(s, t) be the set

of all polynomials |: Rs -» R' of degree < k and £(0) = 0. For tj G m^j^ denotes

the A:th order Taylor polynomial of tj at 0. Jkis, t) can be regarded naturally as Rl

for some positive integer /. Denote by JkiM, R') the /c-jet space of smooth

mappings from M into R' and jkgix) the /c-jet of g at x in M for any g in

C°°(M, R'). In our case, M is an open set in Rs, /*(M, R') = M X R' X 7*(j, r)

and y*g(x) = (x, g(x),/*g(x)) with g(x + 0 = gO) + /fsOXO + <K|É|*). Given
any / 6 C°°(I7 X M, R'), set j^fiu, x) = y*/u(x), where the map /„: M -» R' is

defined by /„(x) = /(«, x). Clearly, the map./*/: U X Af-» .7*(M, R') is smooth.

Now, we state a parametrized version of Thorn's transversality theorem, which can

be found in [7].

Proposition 3. Given any closed smooth stratified set C in /*(M, R'), let

0 = {/ G CxiU X M, R')\j^fis transversal to all the strata ofC}. Then, the set 0

is open and dense in C°°(i/ X M, R').

By a stratified set, we mean a set together with a Whitney stratification (without

frontier condition) on it. For definition of Whitney stratifications, see [5], [2]. This

proposition is needed in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2.

Next, we present the proof of Theorem 1 stated in §2. The notion about a

contact group %k acting on 7*(n,/»), which is introduced by Mather in [4, IV], is

needed here. The following facts about %k are established in [4, V, VI], [5].

(1) The %k-orbit through the k-jet jkg of g: (Rn, 0)-»(Rp, 0) consists of the

&-jets of those germs A: (R", 0) -» iRp, 0) such that A is K-equivalent to g.

(2) The DC*-orbit through /¿g with g: (Rn, 0)-*(R'', 0) is a semialgebraic

submanifold with tangent space mx{dg/dxx, . . . , 9g/9x„} + g*myi&x)p +

imk+ly/imkJh lY in /*(n,/»), where J*(n, />) is identified as imxy/imk+ly.

(3) There exists a unique smallest closed algebraic DC*-invariant subset n*(«,/»)

with the property that only finitely many %k -orbits lie outside n*(n, /»).

(4) Let akin,p) denote the codimension of n*(n,/») in Jk{n,p). Let ain,p) =

infA a*(n,/»). (n,/») is a nice dimension iff ain,p) > n, oin,p) = okin,p) for large

k.

(5) If/,*/ = /*g g LT*(n, p), then/ is K-equivalent to g at 0.

Fix a large k so that ais, t) = o*(s, r) and k > p + 1. Let n+ = M X {0} X

Ilkis, t). Thus, the codimension cod n+ of n+ in JkiM, R') equals / + o*(i, r) or
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t + ais, t). Since (/» + s - t, p) is a nice dimension by hypothesis, a(/» + s — t,p)

> p + s — t. From the formula about a (see [4, V]), one gets that cod II+ >/> + s.

Denote by Kx, . . . , Ka the finite set of %k-orbits outside n*(j, /). By basic

theorems on stratifications of semialgebraic sets cf. [5], one can get a Whitney

stratification S on Jkis, t) so that Kx, . . . , Ka are strata and Uk{s, t) is a finite

union of strata. Let C = M X {0} X Jk{s, /) be the stratified set with the stratifi-

cation S+={A7x{0}xS|SeS}. Proposition 3 implies that the set 0 = {/

G C°°{U X M, R')\j2f is transversal to all strata in S+} is open and dense. We

claim that this set 0 has desired properties. For the assertion (a) it suffices to

observe that M X {0} X Jkis, t) is a submanifold of codimension t. The justifica-

tion of assertion (b) requires the Nakayama Lemma in the following form: Let

M, N be two submodules in some &x-module with M finitely generated over &x, then

M c N + mxM implies that M c N. Let (u, x) Gf~l(0) and set f = f°

(\P X «p)-1. From the established fact cod II+ >p + s, we get/*/(0, 0) G K¡+ for

some /'.  jkf is transversal to K¡+ at (u, x) means that

R {(o,/,), . . . , (0,¿), (e„ 9/Ó/9X,), . . . , (e„ ofjdxj)}

+ {0} X [mx{3/0/3x„ . . . , 3/0/3*,} + jjm^SJ']

+ {0}x{mxk+l)' = R°x{&x)'.

Here, e¡ denotes the j'th unit vector in Rs. This transversality condition is equivalent

to the condition

R{/„ . . . Jp) + &x{ofJdxx, ..., 3/0/3x,} +f*my{Sx)' + (mx*+1)' = {&x)'.

Since k > p + 1,

Sx{3/0/3x„ . . . , df0/dxs) + fSmriSJ + {mi)' = gx{3/0/3x„ . . . , df0/oxs)

+fgmy{&x)' + (wx+1)'    for some 1 < j < k.

Using the Nakayama lemma with N = Sx{9/0/9x,, . . . , 9/0/9xi} + fomy{&x)',

M = K)',we obtain R{'fx, ...,}„} + fgmyiSJ -(£,)'• By Proposition 1, we

know that / defines a K-universal deformation of /0 at (0, 0). Consequently, we

finish the proof of Theorem 1.

At the end of this section we give the proof of Theorem 2 and a remark. Here we

need the stratification given in Looijenga [2], which is constructed for the purpose

of establishing genericity of topologically stable maps. Recall that Jk{m, n) is

decomposed into a disjoint union of Sj{m, n),j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , and Wk{m, n) with

the following properties [2].

(1) Wk{m, n) is an algebraic variety and the codimension Wk{m, n) in Jk{m, n)

tends to oo when k tends to oo.

(2) Sj, j = 0, 1, . . ., Wk, are invariant under %k action on Jk{m, n) and {Sj}

defines a Whitney stratification (without frontier condition).

(3) Let id be the identity map on R '. Then /*tj G Sj{m, n) iff /*(id X tj) G

Sjim + i,n + I).
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(4) A smooth map-germ tj: (Rm, 0) -» (R", 0) is topologically stable if for some

representative / of Tj,y'o/(0) G Sj{m, n) and/*/is transversal to Sj{m, n) in Jk{m, n)

atO.

Now, choose k large so that cod Wk{s, t) > p + s — t. Set 0 = {/ e

C°°{U X M, R')\j2fiU X M) n W+ =0, jif is transversal to S/, / =

0, 1, . . . }, where W+ = M X {0} X Wk{s, t) and S/ = M X {0} X S/j, *)•

Since cod IK+ >/» + 5, by (a slight variant of) Proposition 3, we know that 0 is

open and dense. We claim that this set 0 has desired properties. Take a map / in 0

and fix any (¿7, Jc) in /~'(0). /*/ is transversal to S,+ at (¿7, Jc) for some /. For

assertion (a) it suffices to observe that M X {0} X Jk{s, t) is a submanifold of

codimension t and M x {0} X Jk{s, t) contains S,+. To prove assertion (b), we

begin by establishing a lemma about S,. Denote by G the open set {/*(A, g) G

/*(/» + í,/» + 0|A: {Rp+S, 0)^>{RP, 0), g: {Rp+S, 0)^>{R', 0), and (3A/9m)(0) is

nonsingular} in Jk{p + s,p + t), here {u, x) stands for the natural coordinates on

Rp X Rs. For jk{h,g) in G, the nonsingularity of the p X p matrix (3A/3t/)(0)

implies that we can solve uniquely the equation h{u, x) = 0 close to the origin by

u = u*{x). Define a smooth (algebraic) map tr: G -» /*(/», t) by w(/q(A, g)) = _/,*g*

with g*(x) = g(«*(x), x).

Lemma 1. w: G —* Jk{p, t) is a submersion and

■u-\Sj{p, ()) = cn Sj{p + s,p + t).

Define p: /*(/», /) -> G by p(y0*g) =/o(id X g) with id(«) = u on R'. Clearly,

•n ° p is an identity map on /*(/», t). Thus, w is a submersion. Take any jk{h, g) in

G and write <p for the local diffeomorphism (" ) —» (x). Hence, u can also be

regarded as map u{h, x) of the variables {u, x) and u{0, x) is equal to u*{x). The

map germ Q -> (*) is K-equivalent to the map germ (x) -» (^«(A *»,*) via the local

diffeomorphism <p. The map germ (x) ^ (^„(A *)>,x) is K-equivalent to (x) -♦

(g(„(o,x)).J or (*)->(,£)). Therefore, we get ' y0*g* e S//>, /) iff /*(A, g) G

Sj(p + s,p + t). Consequently, m~\Sj{p, t)) = Sj{p + s, p + t) n G which

finishes the proof of Lemma 1.

Let ir+: UXMXRpXR'xG-*MXR'x Jk{s, t) be the submersion

given by ir+{u, x, a, b, z) = (x, b, ir{z)). Write F for the map F{u, x) = {u,f{u, x))

from U X M into U X R'. Since tr+ °jkF = j2kf on U X M, by Lemma 1, we

obtain that7'*/ is transversal to Sj+ in Jk{M, R') at (¿7, x) iff jkF is transversal to

U X M X R" X {0} X Sj in Jk{U X M,RP X R') at (¿7, x). The fact that /*F

is transversal to U X M X Rp X {0} X Sj at (¿7, Jv) implies /*F: /-1(0)->

/*(/» + s, p + r) is transversal to Sj{p + s, p + t) at (¿7, Jc). Without loss of gener-

ality, we may assume that {u, x) = {ux, u2, xx, Xj) and {af/a{u2, x^ü, x) is non-

singular. Denote by G* the open set {/*(A, g) G ./*(/» + s,p + 0|(3g/3(«2' *2))(°)

is nonsingular} in /*(/» + j, p + t). Define it*: G* -> /*(/» + j — /,/») by

ir*U£{h, g)) =Jog* with g*(«„ x,) = gO„ mJ(m„ x,), x„ x*{ux, xx)). Here, w2 =

u*{ux, xx), x2 = xK«,, x,) solve the equation g{ux, u2, x,, xj) = 0 near via implicit

function theorem. By Lemma 1 (up to a permutation of variables), we know that

w* is a submersion and {ir*)~1{SJ) = S, n 07*. Therefore,
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TT*°j¿F:f-l(0)^Jk(p + s,p + t)

is transversal to Sj(p + s,p + t) at (t7, Jc). Since (3//3(m2, x^it, x) is nonsingular,

the restriction of the map (ux, xx) on/~'(0) defines a chart ^ on a neighborhood N

of (¿7, x) in/_1(0). It is not hard to see that it* ° jfiF = Jq{ux, u*) » ^ on N, where

(w,, «*): ip{N) —>• Rp is given by {ux, «2)(w,, xx) = («1» "*("i> *i))- Consequently,

/<*(«,, m*) is transversal to 5, at (¿7, Jc) and the bifurcation map m = («„ u*) ° i//:

/~'(0)-> U is topologically stable at (w, Jc). Hence, we complete the proof of

Theorem 2.

Remark 1. Most arguments in the proof of Theorem 3 are still valid when one

replaces the stratification {5,} by {K¡}. In particular, one obtains that given a

smooth germ /: {Rp X Rs, 0)->(R', 0) with df{0){Rp X Rs) = R', then / is a

universal deformation iff the bifurcation map irf: f~\Q)—> Rp is smoothly stable.

5. A relative transversality theorem and the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4. Recall

that CX(U X M, U X {0}; R', {0}) denotes the (Baire) space of those smooth

maps/from U X M into R' with f(U X {0}) = {0}, where U, M are open sets in

Rp, Rs respectively, 0 G M and p + t — s > 1. The following relative version of

Proposition 3, which is needed in the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4, can be proved

by similar methods.

Proposition 4. Let C be a closed ~tratified set in M X R' X Jk(s, t) such that for

any stratum S in C, S n {0} X R' X Jk(s, t) ¥= 0 implies that S = {0} X R' X A

for some submanifold A in Jk(s, t). Put 0 * = {/ G C°°(U X M, U X

{0}; R', {0})\j2f: UxM-^MxR'x Jk(s, t) is transversal to all strata in C}.

Then the set 0 * is open and dense in C^U X M, U X {0}; R', {0}).

Now, we give the proof of Theorem 3 as stated in §2. Recall that Hk(s, t) stands

for the unique smallest closed algebraic 9C*-invariant subset in Jk(s, t) with the

property that only finitely many DC*-orbits lie outside Tlk(s, t). a(s, t) = inf ak(s, t),

where ak(s, t) is the codimension of Ilk(s, t) in Jk(s, t). Fix a large k so that

a(s, t) = ak(s, t) and k > p + 1. Denote by Kx, ..., Ka the finitely many %k-

orbits lying outside Tlk(s, t) = U(s, t). Choose a Whitney stratification S on

Jk(s, t) such that Kx, . . . , Ka are strata and II*(i, /) is a finite union of strata. Put

S* = {0} X R' x S for any set S in Jk(s, t). Clearly, the collection {S*\S G S }

forms a Whitney stratification of the closed set C = {0} X R' X Jk(s, t). Using

the condition that {p,p + t — s) is a nice dimension, we get cod IÏ* >p + s.

Thus, the fact thaty'*/is transversal to S* for a stratum S in n* simply means that

JÏfiU x M) n S* = 0. Applying Proposition 4 to the stratified set C, we obtain

that the set

0* = {/ G C°°(í/ X M, U X {0}; R', (0})|

/*/ is transversal to K* for ail i,jkf{U X M) n n* = 0 }

is both open and dense in C°°(i/ X M, U X {0}; R', {0}). We claim that the set

0 * gets all the properties we want. Let / G 0 *, jkfiu, 0) G Kf for some i, and

/ = / ° ($ x f)- '•/*/ is transversal to Kf at (0, 0) means that
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{0} X R> X [mx{df0/dxx, ..., 9/0/9x,} + frry ■ (&x)']

+ R{(0, 0, 3//3II,), • • • , («„ (3/0/3*0(0, 0), 3/0/3x, - (3/0/3*0(0, 0)), . . . }

+ {0} X {0} X {mk+i)' = R* X R' X {mxy.

This transversality condition is equivalent to

mx{9/0/9x„ . . . , 3/0/3x,} + f*my ■ (SJ'

+ R{9//9«„ . . . , of/ou,) + {mk+l)' = (m,)',

Since k > p + 1, we know that

mx{of0/dxx, ..., dfJoxs) + f*my{&xy + {mxJ

= mx{9/0/9x„ . . . , 9/0/9x,} + f*my ■ (Sx)' + (™x+1)'   for some \ < j < k.

Using Nakayama's lemma, we obtain that

«,{3/0/8*,, • • • , 8/0/3*,} + f*my ■ (SJ. + R{of/oux, ..., df/dup) = {mxy

or

fvfo+R{fi, ■■■JP} -(«,)'•

By Proposition 1,/ defines a relative K-universal deformation of/, at (0, 0). Thus,

assertion (a) about / in 0 * is justified. Let V be a small neighborhood of (¿7, 0) in

U. Since7'*/is transversal to Ä,*, for g sufficiently close to//*g is also transversal

to K? at («*, 0) for some u* G N. Since j£f0 and/*g0 belong to K¡, they are in fact

K-equivalent to each other (from properties (1), (5) about %k group stated in §4).

By uniqueness of relative K-universal deformations (Proposition 2), we conclude

that there exists diffeomorphism a: Nx-> N2 around («, 0) in the form a{u, x) =

{ax{u), a2{u,x)) with a,(t7) = «*, a2{u, 0) = 0, and ax{Nx n /-I(0)) = V2 n

g-1(0). Thus, trg ° a = a, ° ttj. Therefore, we establish assertion (b), which says 7¡y:

/_1(0)-> U is smoothly stable at (¿7,0) under small perturbations of/. Conse-

quently, the proof of Theorem 3 is completed.

Thirdly, we present the proof of Theorem 4. Again, let SJtj = 0, 1, . . . , !K*(j, t)

be the partition of Jk{s, t) given in Looijenga [2]. Fix large k so that a{s, t) =

ak{s, t) and ak{s, t) >/». Put IK* = {0} X R' X Wk{s, t), Sf = {0} X R' X Sy,

j — 0, 1, . . . . Clearly that cod W* > p + s, and, by Proposition 4, the set 0 * = {/

G CX{U X M, U X {0}; R', {0})\j2f{U X M) n W* = 0, rff is transversal to
S*, for/ = 0, 1, . . . } is open and dense. It remains to show that for any/ in 0 *,

¿7 G U, the bifurcation map mf: /~'(0) -» U is topologically stable at (¿7, 0) under

small perturbations off. Recall the relationship w+ ° jkF = /*/ used in the proof of

Theorem 2, where m+ is a submersion. Thus, /*/ is transversal to Sj* at (¿7, 0)

implies that/*F is transversal to U X {0} X Rp X R' X Sj{p + s,p + t). Let V

be a small neighborhood of (¿7, 0). For g sufficiently close to /, the map G:
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U X M -» U X R' defined by G(u, x) = (u,g(u, x)) is sufficiently close to F.

Therefore, G is also transversal to U X {0} X Rp X R' X Sj(p + s,p + t) at

some point (u*, 0) with u* in N. Notice that the Whitney stratification {U X

(M \ {0}) X Rp X R' X Sj\j = 0, 1, . . . } U {U X {0} X R" X R' X Sj\j =

0, 1, . . . } refines the Whitney stratification {U X M X Rp X R' X Sj\j =

0, '!, . . . }. By the same arguments as in Looijenga [2], we obtain strata-preserving

diffeomorphisms a: NX^>N2, ß: N3—>N4 on neighborhoods Nx, N3 of (¿7,0),

F(U, 0) in U X M, U X R' respectively such that ß ° F = G ° a on Nx. In

particular, a(Nx n U X {0}) = N2 n U X {0}. Put Vf = {u G U\(u, 0) G V,},

7VJ = {u G U\(u, 0) G N2}. Shrinking Nx, N2 if necessary, one may assume that

N¡ c N? X M for / = 1, 2. Let ax: N\* ̂ > N% be the diffeomorphism defined by

a(u, 0) = (a,(w), 0). From the facts a(Nx n U X {0}) = V2 n (U X {0}), /? ° F

= G ° a, and F(m, 0) = (u, 0), G(m, 0) = (u, 0) on t/, we get a(Nx n /~'(0)) = N2

n g_1(0) and «[ » sy = »rg » « on JV, n /~'(0). Hence, m¡ is topologically stable at

(¿7, 0) under small perturbations on / Consequently, the proof of Theorem 4 is

completed.

At the end of this paper, we give examples which show that when the dimensions

/» of the parameter spaces are large the conclusions of Theorems 1 and 3 may fail.

Example 2. Consider the map/: R% X R2^> R defined by fiu, x,y) = x4 + y4

+ u0 + uxx + u2y + u3x2 + u4xy + u5y2 + u^x^ + t/7xy2. We claim that if g is

sufficiently close to /, then g is not a K-universal deformation at some point

(¿7, x,y) G /~'(0) close to (0, 0, 0), i.e., for any product chart \p X <p on R* X R2

with \p x <p(¿7, Jc, y) = (0, 0, 0), g ° (\p x qs)-1 is not a K-universal deformation at

(0, 0). Denote by DC*4^ the 9C<4> orbit through /x(x, y) = x4 + y* + XxY. Compu-

tations show that if iJC^g = 3C(4)/X for some (small) a then the K-codimension of g

is equal to 9. Put IK = U x^fi and W+ = R2 X {0} X W.W,W+ are mani-

folds and j24f is transversal to W+. If g is sufficiently close to /, then /24)g is also

transversal to IK+ at some point (¿7, x,y) near (0, 0, 0) with j2A)g(u~, Je, y) G W+.

Let \p X <p be any product chart \p X <p on R8 X R2 with (ip X <p)(¿7, x,y) =

(0, 0, 0), and set g = g ° (i// X (p)"'.y24)g(", x,.y) G IK+ implies that W^g = Oíí4^

for some A. Therefore, the K-codimension of g is equal to 9. By Proposition 1, we

conclude that g is not a K-universal deformation at (0, 0, 0).

Example 3. Consider the map/: R9 X R2 —> R defined by x4 + y4 + uxx + u2y

+ u3x3 + u4xy + u5y2 + u^x^ + unxy2 + wgx3 + u9y3. We claim that if g: R9 X

R2 -^ R with g(R9, 0) = 0 is sufficiently close to /, then g is not a relative

K-universal deformation at some point (¿7, 0, 0) near (0, 0, 0). Computations show

that if DC^g = ^C^/x for some (small) X, then the relative K-codimension of g is

equal to 10. Put IK* = {0} x R x IK with IK = U ^%, then IK* is a manifold

and/^4)g is transversal to IK*. When g is sufficiently close to/with g(R9, 0) = 0, g

is also transversaLto IK* at some point (u*, 0, 0) near (0, 0, 0) with/£4)g(«*, 0, 0) G

IK*. Thus, %4)g = 5C4)/X for some X, where g = g ° (\p X <p)_1 and \¡/ X <p can be

any product chart on R9 X R2 with ^ X <p(w*, 0, 0) = (0, 0, 0). Thus, the relative

K-codimension of g is equal to 10. By Proposition 1, we get that g cannot be a

relative K-universal deformation at («*, 0, 0).
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